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As Pinterest becomes the next social media hot spot, â€œpinningâ€• has become a word commonly used
by millions each day. The site enables one to select categories of interest, see result, and pin their
favorites to their own boards for others to see. Itâ€™s basically a live scrapbook that lets people share
their favorites with friends, relatives, or anyone interested! The categories on Pinterest range from
health & beauty to school projects, to delicious desserts. Whatever your interests may be, Pinterest
helps you find and share the things you love with everyone.

Once you set up your account you can select different categories that you find interesting. Then you
are able to pin and see that your friends are pinning too. This enables friends to reconnect or find
more similar interest all from the view of a picture. You can also choose to view what everyone on
Pinterest is pinning about in a specific or all categories, giving you more things to discover. Some of
the most popular boards are art & design, clothing, makeup, and sports that give inspiration to
people each day. Another trend are boards about work, school, degrees, and internships. These let
you post about what to wear for interviews, awesome campuses, or companies. You can even find a
board with pins making an accounting internship look fun and appealing. The possibilities are really
endless.

Besides just admiring others interests, one can also pin their own creativity, recipe, or perfect sunset
by snapping a photo and pinning to one of their boards. So next time youâ€™re on a run, walking
through the mall, or enjoying an energizing latte, take a photo and pin it into one of your categories.
This way you can add a fresh and personal touch to the things you love for others to enjoy.

You could even spark an interest for a new vacations spot, a new room design, or movie that youâ€™re
dying to watch. The sites really got it all, no matter how often your interest change; you can always
edit and update your boards. You might even find out that you want to make a drastic hair change or
find some advice from others still searching for that summer accounting internship. Now that you
know, youâ€™ll just have to check it out for yourself and keep pinning your interests.
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